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The Aliomenti Saga Box Set (Books 1-3)
2013-11-15

three novels on sale regular price 7 98 be sure to grab book 4 birth of
the alliance on sale today as well a sprawling tale blending science
fiction high technology and fantasy the aliomenti saga traces the rise
and proliferation of a secret group of supernaturally gifted men and
women through the life of their most dynamic member will stark a
question of will book 1 will stark is a phenomenally successful
businessman happily married with a young son he adores when he arrives
home on his 35th birthday he finds the guards to his gated community
murdered his home ablaze with his family inside and his life nearly
ended by those responsible will is immersed in the culture of the
alliance a splinter group of the aliomenti he ll learn their secrets and
more about himself and his destiny than he ever imagined possible
preserving hope book 2 will meets a young girl named elizabeth lowell
resident of a hidden village daughter of the leader of that village and
one forced against her will to bear the burden of learning the secrets
the villagers seek to learn elizabeth has secrets of her own though and
will must ensure that the revelation of those secrets doesn t result in
the girl s death as it did for her mother ascent of the aliomenti book 3
drawing upon his business and life experiences will transforms the
aliomenti into a global financial powerhouse awash in technological
advances that would astound their human peers but when power and wealth
turn to paranoia will must decide if the group can be saved or if the
actions of the leader of the aliomenti mean a permanent separation is
inevitable enjoy the first three novels of the aliomenti saga a seven
book epic sci fi series featuring elements of cyberpunk nanotech jedi
like mental powers time travel secret societies at war elements of
fantasy and even a trained assassin with blood red eyes book 1 a
question of will book 2 preserving hope book 3 ascent of the aliomenti
book 4 birth of the alliance book 5 preserving will book 6 stark
cataclysm book 7 convergence continue the journey with birth of the
alliance on sale now

Birth of the Alliance
2013-08-08

freed from the constraints of the aliomenti will stark creates a new
group an alliance of men and women committed to using their energy
skills and technological advances to improve the lives of all it s an
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act of rebellion that won t go unnoticed or unpunished by the aliomenti
elites treachery a desperate search for the resolution of his most
vexing personal concern and an incredible network of underground
facilities drive will to his own desperate decisions he ll figure out
how to bring new life into the world but the asking price is steep and
permanent

Ascent of the Aliomenti
2013-04-05

the aliomenti village is in ruins destroyed by one of their own its
population nearly eliminated in the calamity from the ruins the
aliomenti rise to international prominence influencing buyers and
sellers warriors and bureaucrats as they patiently and invisibly expand
their empire will stark serves as the driving force behind that
expansion whether he s directly creating their innovations or offering
subtle hints to others few of their revolutionary progressions are made
without his influence but will is dealing with his own private heartache
even as he watches his fellow aliomenti ascend to heights few of them
imagined possible his long journey becomes one he ll make very much
alone he s also haunted by the knowledge that what enables him to make
that journey will also prevent him from seeing his most important
mission to its completion will must persevere fighting through his own
gloom an organization that threatens to tear itself apart and a reunion
with old friends at a most inopportune time and he ll come to realize
that his own decisions his own inability to understand even those he
knows not to trust have enabled a tyrant to seize control of the
aliomenti in the aftermath of an explosive crisis

Convergence
2014-11-24

hostility has formed over the centuries it s grown with each hunt each
capture each death it s been magnified at each effort to thwart global
dominion over those unable to defend against the advance of a ruthless
tyrant who won t rest until the entire world is full of those who exist
solely to do his will circumstances have prevented outright warfare
until now the stunning conclusion to the aliomenti saga convergence
reveals who lives who dies and unveils the final secrets hidden for
generations
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A Question of Will
2012-09-22

they murdered his wife and son they burned down his house they beat him
within an inch of his life and then they realized they had the wrong man
they should have killed him when they had the chance will stark is a
self made multi billionaire happily married and a proud father he
arrives home to find his house destroyed and his family murdered and is
himself rescued from certain death by a mysterious trio his rescuers are
part of a splinter faction of a centuries old secret society that has
developed incredible technological advances and unlocked the method to
release humanity s innate potential and skills long thought the realm of
magic will was mistakenly believed to be a key dissident and fugitive on
the run from the primary group known as the aliomenti society believes
him dead and will elects to work from the shadows to learn the secrets
of the aliomenti secrets that can help him seek his own form of
vengeance or perhaps become the man they d sought all along the
aliomenti saga is a story arc of seven full length novels in a series
straddling the realms of science fiction and fantasy it contains heroes
with jedi like mental powers evil telepathic villains and advanced nano
based technology that will excite the most hard core cyberpunk fan the
series thus far book 1 a question of will book 2 preserving hope book 3
ascent of the aliomenti book 4 birth of the alliance book 5 preserving
will book 6 stark cataclysm book 7 convergence

Preserving Hope
2012-12-15

it was his mission to save her life but first he d need to convince her
that hers was a life worth saving will stark finds himself on a mission
he must use his new energy abilities abilities long thought the realm of
magic by humanity and his army of self aware nanobots to save the life
of a young woman named elizabeth elizabeth is treated as if she is a
slave forced to endure all manner of human testing to find the method to
unlock all human potential it is treatment encouraged by a man named
arthur her father and it is her fondest wish that her father treat her
as his beloved child rather than a piece of property she refuses to
leave until she s reformed him for she believes that if he cannot change
she herself is predestined to be a monster and a person not worthy of
living she ll fight to change arthur with will s help until she succeeds
or until she s buried next to her mother who sought the same reform and
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was murdered for trying

Stark Cataclysm
2014-04-23

it is a time of unknowns for members of the alliance they have no
information to guide their actions no record of the key events to
influence their research for fil trask and his sister angel it is also a
time of growing up it is a time when they must learn the deep sacrifices
it often takes to keep a family together through great trial and
tribulation and it is a time when they will learn that your greatest
fears and deepest pain can have a profound and lasting influence upon
the entire world

Preserving Will
2013-11-26

he s provided for each of them the opportunity to lead a life of health
wealth and power far beyond their imagination by his own example he s
shown them that such gifts are meant to be shared used to make the world
a better place and he s never asked them for anything in return showing
a willingness to risk even his own life to live to his own ideals now
will stark needs their help he s helpless he s uneducated and he s about
to meet men who can utterly destroy him and they ll need to make sure
that s exactly what happens prodded by memories and with the aid of
future hindsight they ll work tirelessly take on alternate personalities
and ensure that the plan is carried out in its entirety in the process
they ll learn that selfless sacrifice can demand a heavy price they ll
know that even high technology can t overcome the human spirit and they
ll understand that even with perfect hindsight surprises beyond
expectation can and do occur

Adam's Journey
2013-11-26

the greatest journeys in life are often those taken in silence with no
one else watching they are the journeys of self discovery when one
learns one s true history and destiny they are the times when self
discipline must trump the massive desire to act in a manner that offers
a short term benefit but a long term disaster adam long knew he faced
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such a journey he didn t know how he d ever begin fate seemed stacked
against him and yet he knew the stakes knew that his failure or his
discovery could doom him and those he loves most and then fate smiled on
him for just a few brief moments the window opened and he commenced that
journey he and the world would never be the same

Preserving Will (The Aliomenti Saga - Book 5)
2017-04-24

he s provided for each of them the opportunity to lead a life of health
wealth and power far beyond their imagination by his own example he s
shown them that such gifts are meant to be shared used to make the world
a better place and he s never asked them for anything in return showing
a willingness to risk even his own life to live to his own ideals now
will stark needs their help he s helpless he s uneducated and he s about
to meet men who can utterly destroy him and they ll need to make sure
that s exactly what happens prodded by memories and with the aid of
future hindsight they ll work tirelessly take on alternate personalities
and ensure that the plan is carried out in its entirety in the process
they ll learn that selfless sacrifice can demand a heavy price they ll
know that even high technology can t overcome the human spirit and they
ll understand that even with perfect hindsight surprises beyond
expectation can and do occur

The Ravagers Box Set
2014-12-05

be sure to grab retaliate episode 4 as well for uninterrupted reading in
the distant future humanity staggers as wave after wave of population
decimating catastrophes push humanity near its extinction point a gift
from the past provides them a way forward and soon the human race is
exploding its numbers recreating civilization generating art and
commerce and expanding its technological capabilities the growing human
civilization also bring back the concepts of war east and west wage an
eternal detente neither side willing to attack neither willing to
announce peace in the midst of resounding success a dark force conspires
against humanity the unleashing of a shockingly deadly destructive
weapon that will leave humanity on the brink of extinction once more
five people must deal with the launch of this weapon work to survive
atone for their role in its creation and try to discover and thwart the
plans of those who launched it before it s too late before everything is
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gone this series is set in the same universe as the aliomenti saga
consider downloading the aliomenti saga box set for further reading
enjoyment

Activate
2013-01-11

book 1 of 4 centuries of calamities took humanity to the brink of
extinction now with the aid of a time capsule the human race is once
more populating the earth resurrecting a civilization and technologies
lost centuries earlier with those innovations though come the need for
some in that new civilization to fight for dominance and control of the
new world with humanity poised for a return to the trappings of a stable
society and the advantages of rediscovered technologies lost for
centuries one faction prepares to unleash the most devastating weapon
ever conceived upon an unsuspecting and unprepared populace the
activation button is primed and ready the end of the world awaits
episode 2 detonate is now available

Hunting Will (The Aliomenti Saga - Prequel)
2014-02-14

the world s greatest criminal humanity s greatest hero to the aliomenti
hunters one man fit both descriptions will stark has long been the
aliomenti s greatest rule breaker the hunters charged with seeking out
and incarcerating such men are perfectly successful in their roles with
that one exception they are feeling the pressure from their leader get
will stark or else when they learn a startling piece of information
about their most wanted fugitive however they may finally have the break
they need to eliminate their greatest source of shame once and for all

Secrets of Moth
2003-12-02

our world is broken our people are torn the sun no longer rises evening
no longer falls in the lands of endless sunlight we fear the darkness we
forge swords we march to war in the shadows of eternal night we hide we
pray we die soldiers of sunlight and children of darkness we were once
one we were torn apart we must be one again we are the people of moth
our world must once more turn
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The Frey Saga
2021-09-28

on the verge of extinction only the gravest imaginable crime against
humanity can save it a bold new plan seeks to ignite a new sunspot over
greenhouse saving the habitat domes crucial to the survival of the
solacian people but a secret clouds this symbol of much needed hope
human space is contracting at a startling rate threatening to wipe out
all living worlds including earth the only answer lies in the hands of
the founder of the planet solace oskar desilvo seemingly returned from
the dead to save the worlds his frauds had doomed to destruction but as
the work begins agents of the chronologic patrol step in to prevent
interference with the past even at the risk of dooming humanity thwarted
at every turn desilvo and his onetime nemesis anton koffield propose one
last wildly grandiose idea one final desperate gamble but if the only
choice lies between madness and certain catastrophe is there any choice
at all from the paperback edition

The Shores of Tomorrow
2010-08-28

new job new faces new challenges wyatt has settled into his role as
alpha of godwin county and the town of precious lyssa has moved to
precious full time only traveling to chicago for shifter council
meetings life is good but wyatt s peace shatters when miles arrives and
says lad we need to talk join wyatt as he uncovers a truth that will
change the shifters world forever get your copy today

Consular Times
2019-04-11

chevalier has never been told no for thousands of years he s sat on the
equites council ruling body of his heku faction and for thousands of
years his every order has been followed immediately and without question
one of the most important rules of the heku is that no one is to feed
from unwilling donors following a tip that a young mortal woman is being
brutally attacked by his own kind he seeks her out and immediately
begins to experience unnatural feelings for the woman emily a beautiful
rancher from montana has spent her entire life being violently attacked
by beings she assumed were vampires it isn t until she meets chevalier
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that she learns of her startling family history a history that
immediately throws her into the volatile world of the heku in a bid to
protect her chevalier moves emily into his isolated coven which marks
her as a prime target for the valle and the encala enemy factions of the
heku emily fights to fit into the militaristic world of the heku as her
head strong personality and independent ways turn their perfectly
balanced world on end she immediately befriends kyle a heku from
chevalier s coven and together they find emily a niche among the
immortal emily s violent past interferes with chevalier s plans and he
must first undo what her abusive ex husband did before he can convince
her how much he cares about her and how much she s worth to his faction
chevalier s growing feelings for emily are unnatural to his kind and
must be hidden from the rest of the equites faction if he s to remain a
formidable part of their council his jealous tendencies rage as emily
gets closer to kyle and both heku struggle to make her realize how
important she is to the faction and how endangered she now is

Heku : Book 1 of the Heku Series
2021-12

an inspirational memoir from an extraordinary woman a humbling jaw
dropping read viv groskop this book will change the way you think
forever cosmopolitan dr sabrina cohen hatton has been a firefighter for
eighteen years she decides which of her colleagues rush into a burning
building and how they confront the blaze she makes the call to evacuate
if she believes the options have been exhausted or that the situation
has escalated beyond hope taking us to the very heart of firefighting
she immerses us in this extraordinary world from scenes of devastation
and crisis through triumphs of bravery to the quieter moments when she
questions herself revealing her own story for the very first time she
recounts her years spent sleeping rough and her passion for a career
that allows her to rescue others as she was never rescued herself this
book is the result of everything she has learnt about how we respond in
our most extreme moments this book challenges assumptions about who
firefighters are and about what women can do the guardian

The Heat of the Moment
2016-12-02

to bring your dreams and desires to fulfillment you must invest in your
talents this book shows you how to become successful and live with
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purpose by sharing the secrets hidden in an ancient parable which holds
the universal laws of prosperity the servant with one talent is an
instant classic that holds the key to all you desire and everything you
wish to accomplish through the story of the unprofitable and lazy
servant in ancient babylon michael v ivanov provides a unique
perspective on the classic parable of the talents this book provides
concrete advice for creating a successful and purposeful life while
fulfilling your destiny and becoming the person you were created to be
while many people are burying their dreams talents skills and abilities
in the desert like the unprofitable servant did at the beginning of this
story the successful are investing into their skills talents and
abilities the five success principles covered in this book include to
each according to his abilities a talent buried is a talent lost do not
concern yourself with your neighbor s wages the time is now to those who
have much more will be given from those who have not what little they
have will be taken from them find the mount of olives 11 declarations to
an extraordinary life michael v ivanov s first book and the traveler s
secret ancient proverbs for better living michael v ivanov s second book
to see the praise for his work

The Servant With One Talent: Five Success
Principles from the Greatest Parable Ever Told
2007-11

joe colsco boarded a flight from san francisco to chicago to attend a
national chemistry meeting he would never set foot on earth again on
planet anyar joe is found naked and unconscious on a beach of a large
island inhabited by humans with a level of technology similar to earth
circa 1700 he wakes amid strangers speaking an unintelligible language
and struggles to accept losing his previous life finding his way in a
society with different customs and not knowing a single soul he makes a
place among the people there when he applies his knowledge of chemistry
as long as he is circumspect in introducing new knowledge not too far in
advance of the planet s technology and being labeled a demon joe
discovers he has been dropped into a developing clash between the people
who cared for him and for whom he develops an affinity and a military
power from elsewhere on the planet a power with designs on conquest
unaware joseph colsco has been poured into a crucible where time and
trials will transform him in ways he could never have imagined
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Cast Under an Alien Sun
2013-04-05

this title offers support and advice for anyone struggling with pet
bereavement

Losing a Pet
2014-03-03

the aliomenti village is in ruins destroyed by one of their own its
population nearly eliminated in the calamity from the ruins the
aliomenti rise to international prominence influencing buyers and
sellers warriors and bureaucrats as they patiently and invisibly expand
their empire will stark serves as the driving force behind that
expansion whether he s directly creating their innovations or offering
subtle hints to others few of their revolutionary progressions are made
without his influence but will is dealing with his own private heartache
even as he watches his fellow aliomenti ascend to heights few of them
imagined possible his long journey becomes one he ll make very much
alone he s also haunted by the knowledge that what enables him to make
that journey will also prevent him from seeing his most important
mission to its completion will must persevere fighting through his own
gloom an organization that threatens to tear itself apart and a reunion
with old friends at a most inopportune time and he ll come to realize
that his own decisions his own inability to understand even those he
knows not to trust have enabled a tyrant to seize control of the
aliomenti in the aftermath of an explosive crisis

Ascent of the Aliomenti
2013-01-11

they say the world used to turn they say that night would follow day in
an endless dance they say that dawn rose dusk fell and we worshiped both
sun and stars that was a long time ago the moth saga a bestselling
fantasy series tells the story of moth a world torn in two its one half
always in sunlight the other cloaked in endless night this bundle
includes the first three novels in the series moth empires of moth and
secrets of moth many eras ago the world of moth fell still leaving one
side in perpetual daylight the other in darkness torin and bailey have
spent their lives in the light but now they re about to venture into the
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dark and discover a world of danger secrets and wonder

The Moth Saga
2021-09-20

the world s greatest criminal humanity s greatest hero to the aliomenti
hunters one man fit both descriptions will stark has long been the
aliomenti s greatest rule breaker the hunters charged with seeking out
and incarcerating such men are perfectly successful in their roles with
that one exception they are feeling the pressure from their leader get
will stark or else when they learn a startling piece of information
about their most wanted fugitive however they may finally have the break
they need to eliminate their greatest source of shame once and for all

Hunting Will
2020-08-31

a dark cultivation fantasy epic

Heaven's Laws - Prodigies
2013-05-26

every year the empire administers the rite of passage into adulthood
that rite serves to identify those blessed by aether to become magi the
new magi are shipped to the academy to learn the arts of magic the
academy is a dangerous place the tournaments held twice each year can
cripple or kill the students and the clans of the empire will go to
great lengths to recruit the students they want gregory had one dream to
become a magi like the legends of old though he was ridiculed by the
residents of the village and his unsupportive father he never wavered
from his dream would his age day bring the fruition of his dreams or
would reality come crashing down on him this book contains some adult
themes

Aether's Blessing
2014-05-09

leava an elf princess has always had a penchant for trouble and now she
finds herself in the deepest trouble yet as she finds herself captured
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by human hunters luckily she is rescued by a handsome human who
fascinates her more than anyone ever has a fascination that puts her in
the hands of greater peril and unexpected pleasure warning this 4 643
word story is a steamy read that features passionate lovemaking and
explicit scenes between a sexy virgin elf and a dashing human warrior in
a medieval supernatural fantasy setting that may be too hot for some
readers to handle

Enraptured - A Sexy Medieval Fantasy Erotic
Romance Short Story from Steam Books
2015-03-08

it is a time of unknowns for members of the alliance they have no
information to guide their actions no record of the key events to
influence their research for fil trask and his sister angel it is also a
time of growing up it is a time when they must learn the deep sacrifices
it often takes to keep a family together through great trial and
tribulation and it is a time when they will learn that your greatest
fears and deepest pain can have a profound and lasting influence upon
the entire world

Stark Cataclysm
2013-08-09

a i artificial intelligence even today machines that mimic human
thinking surround us as the intellectual feats of computing machines
grow more and more astounding will there be a day when their apparent
intelligence approaches or even surpasses that of human beings and what
if these machines then become conscious self aware in this latest title
in the acclaimed future chronicles series of speculative fiction
anthologies thirteen authors confront the question of the singularity at
and beyond that point of time when a i becomes more than simply a human
construct from first awareness to omniscience these original short
stories explore that territory where human intelligence comes face to
face with what is either its greatest hope or its greatest threat the a
i chronicles features stories by bestselling author david simpson the
post human series prix aurora winner julie czerneda in the company of
others amazon kindle scout sensation peter cawdron anomaly plus ten more
of today s top authors in speculative and science fiction
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The A.I. Chronicles
2011-01-01

freed from the constraints of the aliomenti will stark creates a new
group an alliance of men and women committed to using their energy
skills and technological advances to improve the lives of all it s an
act of rebellion that won t go unnoticed or unpunished by the aliomenti
elites treachery a desperate search for the resolution of his most
vexing personal concern and an incredible network of underground
facilities drive will to his own desperate decisions he ll figure out
how to bring new life into the world but the asking price is steep and
permanent

Birth of the Alliance
2001-10-18

take a very ordinary very unhappy 14 year old boy phoenix he s bored by
school hates his step father feels like he has no control over his life
in fact the only things he does like are computer games and martial arts
add a smart miserable 14 year old girl jade she s the youngest of seven
girls teased and picked on a misfit her own mother doesn t get her all
she likes is books and botany throw both these kids into a computer game
80ad and into their avatar s bodies phoenix and jade aren t 14 year old
kids any longer they re 17 year old warriors confused and trapped in an
ancient world of warfare magic and death they re stuck in 80ad britain
to phoenix it s fun a gamer s dream come true to jade it s a nightmare
in order to get home they have to play out level one of 80ad they have
to find the jewel of asgard to do that they must face murderous thieves
creatures of the dywyllwch brennau uncanny powers of the druids and the
might of the invading roman army can they master their new bodies and
survive in iron age britain can they beat the romans to the jewel and
win level one will they make it home or will they be defeated by their
arch enemy feng zhudai if he wins they are stuck in 80ad forever but is
that so bad

80AD The Jewel of Asgard (Book1)
2008-01-01

pierson s puppeteers strange three legged two headed aliens have
discovered an immense structure in a hitherto unexplored part of the
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universe frightened of meeting the builders of such a structure the
puppeteers set about assembling a team consisting of two humans a
puppeteer and a kzin an alien not unlike an eight foot tall red furred
cat to explore it the artefact is a vast circular ribbon of matter some
180 million miles across with a sun at its centre the ringworld but the
expedition goes disastrously wrong when the ship crashlands and its
motley crew faces a trek across thousands of miles of the ringworld s
surface

Ringworld
2012-12-05

if you could go back in time what would you do differently what mistakes
would you correct for eliott there is no doubt in his mind to all
appearances his life has been a success at sixty he is an esteemed
surgeon with a daughter he adores the only thing missing is ilena a
beautiful generous hearted girl who died thirty years ago but then he is
given an extraordinary opportunity to revisit his past to go back to san
francisco when the seventies were in full swing and find the passionate
young doctor who has yet to lose the love of his life what ensues is a
story full of intelligence hope and humour about making the right and
wrong choices and trying to deserve what we most desire

Will You be There?
2014-03-18

returning to his home city of bastul kael finds the southern territory
of the orudan empire under invasion as he races to unravel the secrecy
of the enemy s identity he becomes entangled in a brutal conspiracy to
gain control of the government after years of collaboration with the
resistance maeryn coordinates the covert exodus of the entire slave
population of bastul along their treacherous journey to the capital city
of orud she is faced with the pressures of leadership as she attempts to
protect her daughter and ensure the survival of her companions saba held
captive by a mysterious military force escapes after years of solitary
confinement propelled by an elusive memory he chases after the hope of
rediscovering his past and learns that everyone s future is in jeopardy
finding himself in another world and thrust into the middle of a
technologically advanced conflict adair struggles to make sense of his
new environment and the soldiers who are protecting him in book two of
his bestselling series jason tesar expands the epic saga that will
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journey from earth s mythological past to its post apocalyptic future
blending the genres of fantasy sci fi and military political suspense

Paths of Destruction: The Awakened Book Two
2014-11-22

welcome to mars is a captivating look at the culture of postwar america
and its dream of limitless technological and human development utilizing
declassified government archives newspaper records ad campaigns and b
movies of the period hollings weaves an intricate web of cold war
politics ufo scares psychedelic research and 1950s pop culture from the
atom bomb and suburban planning to the space race and little green men
movies welcome to mars shows the startling connections between science
fact and science fiction a feedback loop in which real technological
advances and government experimentation gave rise to science fiction
fantasy which then fed new innovation and research table of contents
introduction scenes from a history as yet unwritten chapter 1 1947
rebuilding lemuria chapter 2 1948 flying saucers over america chapter 3
1949 behaviour modification chapter 4 1950 cheapness and splendour
chapter 5 1951 absolute elsewhere chapter 6 1952 red planet chapter 7
1953 other tongues other flesh chapter 8 1954 meet the monsters chapter
9 1955 popular mechanics chapter 10 1956 greetings my friend chapter 11
1957 contact with space chapter 12 1958 mass hysteria chapter 13 1959
teenagers from outer space conclusion thinking the unthinkable
bibliography index list of illustrations

Welcome to Mars
2023-08-27

hostility has formed over the centuries it s grown with each hunt each
capture each death it s been magnified at each effort to thwart global
dominion over those unable to defend against the advance of a ruthless
tyrant who won t rest until the entire world is full of those who exist
solely to do his will circumstances have prevented outright warfare
until now the stunning conclusion to the aliomenti saga convergence
reveals who lives who dies and unveils the final secrets hidden for
generations
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reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in
reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier for
people with impaired vision

Divine Comedy, Longfellow's Translation, Hell
2012-02-14

jade phoenix and their companions are flung into the frozen wastes of
northern europe they must reach asgard home of the norse gods in order
to steal the hammer of thor or bad things will happen ragnarok the end
of the world but everyone knows stealing things from gods is a bad idea
too

80AD - The Hammer of Thor

in this first novel of the incarnations of immortality piers anthony
combines a gripping story of romance and conflicting loyalties with a
deeply moving examination of the meaning of life and death this is a
novel that will long linger in the reader s mind shooting death was a
mistake as zane soon discovered for the man who killed the incarnation
of death was immediately forced to assume the vacant position thereafter
he must speed over the world riding his pale horse and ending the lives
of others zane was forced to accept his unwelcome task despite the rules
that seemed woefully unfair but then he found himself being drawn into
an evil plot of satan already the prince of evil was forging a trap in
which zane must act to destroy luna the woman he loved he could see only
one possible way to defeat the father of lies it was unthinkable but he
had no other solution

On a Pale Horse
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